独立口语预测

版本 1
Task 1:
1. If theschool doesn’t allow students to take cellphones with them when they come toschool,
what would be the influence of this policy?
2. What arethe advantages and disadvantages of online shopping.
3. If you area teacher of a tutor group and you are going to take students to a study trip,where
would you take them to?
1)A science museum
2)A local farm
3)A theater performance
4. What methoddo you prefer in finding a job?
5. Which ofthe following classes is the most attractive to students?
1)Sound engineering
2)History of rock music
3)Film studies
Task 2:
1. Some peoplethink that children should be allowed to watch whatever television programsthey
choose to. Others think that parents should exercise control over thetelevision programs their
children watch. Which do you agree with? Explain why.
2. Some peoplelike to use smart phone or other navigational devices to guide their road
whiletraveling; some prefer to ask around. Which do you prefer and why?
3. Do you agreeor disagree with the following statement? Children should approach computer
andother electronic devices as early as possible.
4. Which doyou prefer: working for others’ company or set up your own business?
5. All peopleshould be required to stop working and retire by age 65. Do you agree ordisagree?

版本 2
Task 1
1. Describe one advantage or disadvantage of building universities in small town or rural areas.
2. Which of the following do you think is the most important quality for an employee?
1）performance during the interview
2）previous work experience
3）education background
3. Which of the following three would you choose to take?
1）painting class
2）science class
3）mathematics
4. Describe a behavior that many people may do in public that you find inconsiderate.
5. People are encouraged to use reusable bags and bring their own bags when going shopping,
and there will be a fee imposed for plastic bags. Describe the advantages and disadvantages of
this policy.
6. Recall an argument that you have ever had with others and describe the details of the conflict.

Task 2
1. A big corporation is planning to invest in a factory in your hometown. This factory will create
many job opportunities for local people, but it will also bring a lot of pollution. Do you agree or
disagree with this investment plan?
2. Some parents think they should protect students from making mistakes. Some think they
should let them make mistakes. What do you think?
3. When you disagree with your friends or family on certain things, would you like to convince
them or let them keep their own opinion?
4. Children will be unwilling to learn a musical instrument since they need to keep practicing.
What should parents do?
1）Force children to learn a musical instrument.
2）Let children choose whether to learn a musical instrument.
5. Some people like participating in a performance like the theatrical or musical show. Others
prefer to be in the audience watching those plays. Which do you prefer?

6. Some people want to change their appearance, even by surgery. Do you agree or disagree with
their decision and why?

独立写作预测

版本 1
1. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It is important to make sure that
others know about your strengths and accomplishments; if you do not make sure they know
these, you will be never successful in life.
2. Which one of the following values is the most important to share with a young child (5-10
years old)?
1）being helpful
2）being honest
3）being well organized
3. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? An effective leader should try to make
others feel that they are part of the decision making process.
4. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Movies and TV programs made in
one's own country are more interesting than those made in other countries.
5. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? People often buy products not
because they really need them but because other people have them.
6. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Governments should spend money on
scientific research even if it has no practical value?
版本 2
1. If you are selecting a leaderfor a student organization, honesty is the most important to
consider indeciding whom to vote for.
2. You have long been friendwith someone. If they do something that you don’t like, should you
still befriends with him or her?
3. It is impossible to always becompletely honest with your friends.
4. Do you agree that it isbetter to work for business owned by someone else than to work for the

businessof one’s own family
5. Some people think that weshould keep away from others to improve our relationship, because
being awayfrom people reminds us of how important they are. Others think we should
alwaysstay with others to have good relationship because we can communicate with themmore
often. What do you think?
6. Modern agriculture methodsdamage the environment, but providing food for the growing
population aroundthe world is more important than protecting the environment.

阅读词汇预测

版本 1
1. sculpt = shape 塑造
2. mimic = replicate 复制
3. repetitive = happening many times 重复发生的
4. net = final（账目上）最终的
5. disperse = scatter 扩散
6. maintain = claim 宣称
7. resume = begin again 重启
8. hasten = hurry 催促
9. lucrative = profitable 有利益的
10. magnitude = extent 规模
11. shrinkage = reduction 收缩（减少）
12. hollow = empty 空的
13. eradicate = eliminate 根除
14. indiscriminate = random 随意的
15. embrace = adopt 采用
16. end = purpose 目的
17. successive = following 连续的
18. presume = suppose 推测
19. emanate = originate from 源于
20. consensus = widespread agreement 共识
版本 2
1.alter = transform = change = convert 改变
2.elaborate = complex = with great details = complicated = intricate 复杂精细的
3.intermittent = periodical 间歇的，断断续续的
4.predominantly = mainly = mostly 主要地

5.scatter = spread out = distribute = spread apart = widely separate = disperse = diffuse 分散
6.ultimately = eventually = finally = over time 最终
7.compelling = persuasive = convincing 有说服力的
8.emergence = appearance/occurrence = rise = development 出现
9.intermediate = between stages = in-between 中级的
10.remnants = remains = leftovers = remainders 残骸
11.unprecedented = never before achieved = never before seen = previously unequaled 史无前
例的
12.exclusively = only = solely = merely = simply 唯一，仅仅
13.derive = capture = obtain = accomplish = achieve= gather = acquire 获得
14.prosperous = wealthy = thriving = flourishing = booming 繁荣的
15.pursue = engage in = practice = involve 从事
16.adverse = negative = unfavorable = detrimental = harmful 不利的
17.Integrated = combined 整合
18.manipulated = skillfully used 熟练控制的
19.most attainable = easiest to reach 最能达到的
20.periodically=at regular intervals of time 周期性地
21.preliminary=initial 初步的
22.recovery = return to normal 恢复，复原
23.resolve=settle 解决
25.significant = considerable 重要的
26.steadily = at an unvarying rate 稳定地
27.supposition = imagination/assumption 想像，假设
28.unprecedented=never before achieved 前所未有的
29.characteristic = typical = classic = distinctive 个性鲜明的，典型的
30.exploit = take advantage of = make use of = use = utilize = harness 利用
31.intermittent = periodical 间歇的，断断续续的
32.promote = encourage = stimulate = motivate = foster 激励，促进
33.compelling = persuasive = convincing 有说服力的
34.exhaust = use up = consume 耗尽
35.manipulate = skillfully use 熟练使用
36.vulnerable = easily damaged = unprotected = delicate = fragile 易受伤害的
37.derive = capture = obtain = accomplish = achieve= gather = acquire 获得
38.accompany = occur along with 伴随发生
39.besides = in addition to = apart from = additionally = further = furthermore 此外
40.counterpart = equivalent 对应物
41.diminish = reduce = decrease = detract 减少
42.encounter = come into contact with = meet 遇见
43.function 功能 = purpose = end 目的
44.lucrative = profitable 有利可图的
45.perceive = see = regard = consider 视作
46.profound= far-reaching = significant 深远的
47.supplement = add to 补充
48.convey = transmit = communicate 传递

49.embody = incorporate = encompass = represent 包含，体现
50.exhibit = display = reveal = show 表明

